Mattermost Copilot brings revolutionary control to your critical infrastructure by integrating with the leading large language models (LLM). Enable your team to leverage the power of AI without exposing sensitive data to third-party providers.

Enhance mission-critical collaboration with Mattermost Copilot

Discover secure, flexible AI-enhanced communications that prioritize your data privacy.

AI innovation meets enterprise security

Unlike conventional cloud-based AI services, Mattermost ensures that your sensitive collaboration data never leaves your secure network, offering unparalleled privacy, security, and stability when plugged into a self-hosted LLM.

Complete Data Control

Your collaboration data remains securely within your control, enabling compliance with strict data privacy regulations.

Customizable AI Features

Tailor AI responses with predefined instructions and terms, improving the relevance and accuracy of automated summaries.

Context-rich, Actionable Insights

Transform lengthy discussions into concise, actionable summaries using AI, enhancing productivity and retention of critical information.
Supercharge your collaboration data with Mattermost Copilot

The Power of AI Alongside Your Conversations

Ask AI bots questions from your sidebar or directly from your chat window for better information visibility and context gathering, without context switching.

AI-Generated Call Summaries

Improve information availability by turning meeting recordings and calls into transcripts and actionable summaries, highlighting important points and required actions.

Flexible AI Backend Choices

Integrate with external LLMs like ChatGPT, or host your own LLMs for maximum data protection with no vendor lock-in.

Seamless Workflow Integration

Quickly distill information in channels, threads, and even integrated 3rd party tools into summaries, action items, and open questions to accelerate decision-making and stay focused on critical work.

About Mattermost

Mattermost is the leading collaboration platform for mission critical work. We serve national security, government, and critical infrastructure enterprises, from the U.S. Department of Defense, to global tech giants, to utilities, banks and other vital services. We accelerate out-of-band incident response, DevSecOps workflow, mission operations, and self-sovereign collaboration to bolster the focus, adaptability and resilience of the world’s most important organizations.

Mattermost is developed on an open core platform vetted by the world’s leading security organizations, and co-built with over 4,000 open source project contributors who’ve provided over 30,000 code improvements towards our shared vision of accelerating the world’s mission critical work. For more information, visit mattermost.com.